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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESSTION  

1.1 CONCLUSION  

From the results of research on the influence of media toward children 

language production concluded that the results of the research that was obtained 

about the influence of media that are used daily. Basically the media does have an 

influence on its users , however the evidence points to one direction the media 

affects people differently, depending on program what shows are viewed from the 

media, this can happen because children like to watch cartoons every day from the 

habit of watching cartoons that make them very easy to imitate both physical 

behavior and the language behavior. 

Based on 4 out of 6 children who were made as respondents from this study 

their language production was influenced by the media, that means in here is the 

vocabulary from  the cartoons film  they watch every day is carried away in their 

daily lives when  playing with his friends, naming animals around them according 

to the film program they watch from the media they used and also when 
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communicating with family or even with friends which is carried on everyday and 

often said and used by the child as language production. 

1.2 SUGESSTION  

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher provides some suggestions 

here  

1. For the Student, this study discuss about the influence of media toward 

children  language production so they can take this study to reference of 

the study and the can take more knowledge about the influence of media 

toward children  language production with detail explanation. 

2. For the Readers, This study makes every one more knows and understands 

about how the media influence child language production. 

3. For other researcher, This study expected can give a reference to other 

researchers who want to study child language production. Probably, they 

can enlarge the study in the language production by analyzing in another 

way. 

 

 

 


